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Abstract. Interaction protocols are specific, often standard, constraints on the behaviors of
autonomous agents in a multiagent system. Protocols are essential to the functioning of open
systems, such as those that arise in most interesting web applications. A variety of common
protocols in negotiation and electronic commerce are best treated as commitment protocols,
which are defined, or at least analyzed, in terms of the creation, satisfaction, or manipulation
of the commitments among the participating agents.
When protocols are employed in open environments, such as the Internet, they must be
executed by agents that behave more or less autonomously and whose internal designs are
not known. In such settings, therefore, there is a risk that the participating agents may fail to
comply with the given protocol. Without a rigorous means to verify compliance, the very idea
of protocols for interoperation is subverted. We develop an approach for testing whether the
behavior of an agent complies with a commitment protocol. Our approach requires the specification of commitment protocols in temporal logic, and involves a novel way of synthesizing
and applying ideas from distributed computing and logics of program.
Key words: Commitments; Protocols; Causality; Temporal logic; Formal methods

1. Introduction
Interaction among agents is the distinguishing property of multiagent systems. However, ensuring that only the desirable interactions occur is one of
the most challenging aspects of multiagent system analysis and design. This
is especially so when the given multiagent system is meant to be used as an
open system, for example, in web-based applications.
Because of its ubiquity and ease of use, the web is rapidly becoming the
platform of choice for a number of important applications, such as trading,
supply-chain management, and in general electronic commerce. However, the
web can enforce few constraints on the agents’ behavior. Current approaches
to security on the web emphasize how the different parties to a transaction
may be authenticated or how their data may be encrypted to prevent unauthorized access. Even with authentication and controlled access, the parties
would have support beyond conventional protocol techniques (such as finite
state machine models) neither to specify the desired interactions nor to detect
any violation. However, authentication and access control are conceptually
orthogonal to ensuring that the parties behave and interact correctly. Even
when the parties are authenticated, they may act undesirably through error or
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malice. Conversely, the parties involved may resist going through authentication, but may be willing to be governed by the applicable constraints.
The web provides an excellent infrastructure through which agents can
communicate with one another. But the above problems are exacerbated when
agents are employed in the web. In contrast with traditional programs and interfaces, neither their behaviors and interactions nor their construction is fixed
or under the control of a single authority. In general, in an open system, the
member agents are contributed by several sources and serve different interests. Thus, these agents must be treated as
autonomous—with few constraints on behavior, reflecting the independence of their users, and
heterogeneous—with few constraints on construction, reflecting the independence of their designers.
Effectively, the multiagent system is specified as a kind of standard that its
member agents must respect. In other words, the multiagent system can be
thought of as specifying a protocol that governs how its member agents must
act. For our purposes, the standard may be de jure as created by a standards
body, or de facto as may emerge from practice or even because of the arbitrary
decisions of a major vendor or user organization. All that matters for us is that
a standard imposes some restrictions on the agents. Consider the fish-market
protocol as an example of such a standard protocol [14].
Example 1. In the fish-market protocol, we are given agents of two roles: a
single auctioneer and one or more potential bidders. The fish-market protocol
is designed to sell fish. The seller or auctioneer announces the availability of
a bucket of fish at a certain price. The bidders gathered around the auctioneer
can scream back Yes if they are interested and No if they are not; they may
also stay quiet, which is interpreted as a lack of interest or No. If exactly one
bidder says Yes, the auctioneer will sell him the fish; if no one says Yes, the
auctioneer lowers the price; if more than one bidder says Yes, the auctioneer
raises the price. In either case, if the price changes, the auctioneer announces
the revised price and the process iterates.
Because of its relationship to protocols in electronic commerce and because it
is more general than the popular English and Dutch auctions, the fish-market
protocol has become an important one in the recent multiagent systems literature. Accordingly, we use it as our main example in this paper.
Because of the autonomy and heterogeneity requirements of open systems, compliance testing can be based neither on the internal designs of the
agents nor on concepts such as beliefs, desires, and intentions that map to internal representations [16]. The only way in which compliance can be tested
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is based on the behavior of the participating agents. The testing may be performed by a central authority or by any of the participating agents. However,
the requirements for behavior in multiagent systems can be quite subtle. Thus,
along with languages for specifying such requirements, we need corresponding techniques to test compliance.
1.1. C OMMITMENTS

IN AN

O PEN A RCHITECTURE

There are three levels of architectural concern in a multiagent system. One
deals with individual agents; another deals with the systemic aspects of how
different services and brokers are arranged. Both of these have received much
attention in the literature. In the middle is the multiagent execution architecture, which has not been as intensively studied within the community. An execution architecture must ultimately be based on distributed computing ideas
albeit with an open flavor, e.g., [1, 5, 11]. A well-defined execution functionality can be given a principled design, and thus facilitate the construction of
robust and reusable systems. Some recent work within multiagent systems,
e.g., Ciancarini et al. [8, 9] and Singh [18], has begun to address this level.
Much of the work on this broad theme, however, focuses primarily on coordination, which we think of as the lowest level of interaction. Coordination
deals with how autonomous agents may align their activities in terms of what
they do and when they do it. However, there is more to interaction in general, and compliance in particular. Specifically, interaction must include some
consideration of the commitments that the agents enter into with each other.
The commitments of the agents are not only base-level commitments dealing
with what actions they must or must not perform, but also metacommitments
dealing with how they will adjust their base-level commitments [20]. Commitments provide a layer of coherence to the agents’ interactions with each
other. They are especially important in environments where we need to model
any kind of contractual relationships among the agents.
Such environments are crucial wherever open multiagent systems must be
composed on the fly, e.g., in electronic commerce of various kinds on the
Internet. The addition of commitments as an explicit first-class object results
in considerable flexibility of how the protocols can be realized in changing
situations. We term such augmented protocols commitment protocols.
Example 2. We informally describe the protocol of Example 1 in terms of
commitments. When a bidder says Yes, he commits to buying the bucket of
fish at the advertised price. When the auctioneer advertises a price, he commits that he will sell fish at that price if he gets a unique Yes. Neither commitment is irrevocable. For example, if the fish are spoiled, the auctioneer
releases the bidder from paying for them. Specifying all possibilities in terms
of irrevocable commitments would complicate each commitment, but would
still fail to capture the practical meanings of such a protocol. For instance,
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the auctioneer may not honor his offering price if a sudden change in weather
indicates that fishing will be harder for the next few days.
1.2. C OMPLIANCE

IN

O PEN S YSTEMS

The existence of standardized protocols is necessary but not sufficient for the
correct functioning of open multiagent systems. We must also ensure that the
agents behave according to the protocols. This is the challenge of compliance.
However, unlike in traditional closed systems, verifying compliance in open
systems is practically and even conceptually nontrivial.
Preserving the autonomy and heterogeneity of agents is crucial in an open
environment. Otherwise, many applications would become infeasible. Consequently, protocols must be specified as flexibly as possible without making
untoward requirements on the participating agents. Similarly, an approach for
testing compliance must not require that the agents are homogeneous or impose stringent demands on how they are constructed.
Consequently, in open systems, compliance can be meaningfully expressed only in terms of observable behavior. This leads to two subtle considerations. One, although we talk in terms of behavior, we must still consider
the high-level abstractions that differentiate agents from other active objects.
The focus on behavior renders approaches based on mental concepts ineffective [16]. However, well-framed social constructs can be used. Two, we must
clearly delineate the role of the observer who assesses compliance.
1.3. C ONTRIBUTIONS
The approach developed here treats multiagent systems as distributed systems. There is an underlying messaging layer, which delivers messages asynchronously and, for now, reliably. However, the approach assumes for simplicity that the agents are not malicious and do not forge the timestamps on
the messages that they send or receive.
The compliance testing is performed by any observer of the system—
typically, a participating agent. Our approach is to evaluate temporal logic
specifications with respect to locally constructed models for the given observer. The model construction proposed here employs a combination of the
notion of potential causality and operations on social commitments (both described below). Our contributions are in






incorporating potential causality in the construction of local models
identifying patterns of messages corresponding to different operations on
commitments
showing how to verify compliance based on local information.
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Our approach also has important ramifications on agent communication in
general, which we discuss in Section 4.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our technical framework, which combines commitments, potential
causality, and temporal logic. Section 3 presents our approach for testing
(non-)compliance of agents with respect to a commitment protocol. Section 4
concludes with a discussion of our major themes, the literature, and the important issues that remain outstanding.
2. Technical Framework
Commitment protocols as defined here are a multiagent concept. They are
far more flexible and general than commitment protocols in distributed computing and databases, such as two-phase commit [12, pp. 562–573]. This is
because our underlying notion of commitment is flexible, whereas traditional
commitments are rigid and irrevocable. However, because multiagent systems
are distributed systems and commitment protocols are protocols, it is natural that techniques developed in classical computer science will apply here.
Accordingly, our technical framework integrates approaches from distributed
computing, logics of program, and distributed artificial intelligence.
2.1. P OTENTIAL C AUSALITY
The key idea behind potential causality is that the ordering of events in a
distributed system can be determined only with respect to an observer [13]. If
event precedes event with respect to an observer, then may potentially
cause . The observed precedence suggests the possibility of an information
flow from to , but without additional knowledge of the internals of the
agents, we cannot be sure that true causation was involved. It is customary
to define the local time of an agent as the number of steps it has executed. A
vector clock is a vector, each of whose elements corresponds to the local time
of each communicating agent. A vector is considered later than a vector
if is later on some, and not sooner on any, element.



 













      

Definition 1. A clock over agents is an -ary vector
natural numbers. The starting clock is
.

  

of

Notice that the vector representation is just a convenience. We could just as
well use pairs of the form agent-id, local-time , which would allow
us to model systems of varying membership more easily.




 and  , 
10 2"%$3&#&4"5%+76-+1. .

Definition 2. Given -ary vectors
and

)"*!+,&-+/.

if and only if

!#"%$'&(&
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forms a local event [15]. It attaches the entire vector as a timestamp to any
message it sends out. When an agent receives a message, it updates its vector
clock to be the element-wise maximum of its previous vector and the vector
timestamp of the message it received. Intuitively, the message brings news of
how far the system has progressed; for some agents, the recipient may have
better news already. However, any message it sends after this receive event
will have a later timestamp than the message just received.
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[0,0,0]

[1,1,0]

"No":[1,2,0]

[2,0,1]
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[3,2,0]
[4,2,2]

m5 "40":[5,2,2]
m6

[7,4,2]

"No":[2,0,2]

m4

m7

"40":[6,2,2]
[5,3,2]

[6,2,3]

"Yes":[5,4,2]
fish

money

Figure 1. Vector clocks in the fish-market protocol.

Example 3. Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of vector timestamps for one
possible run of the fish-market protocol. In the run described here, the auctioneer (A) announces a price of
for a certain bucket of fish. Bidders B1
and B2 both decline. A lowers the price to
and announces it. This time
B1 says Yes, leading A to transfer the fish to B1 and B1 to send money to A.
For uniformity, the last two steps are also modeled as communications. The
messages are labeled
to facilitate reference from the text.

G9

H9

IKJ

2.2. T EMPORAL L OGIC
The progression of events, which is inherent in the execution of any protocol,
suggests the need for representing and reasoning about time. Temporal logics
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provide a well-understood means of doing so, and have been applied in various subareas of computer science. Because of their naturalness in expressing
properties of systems that may evolve in more than one possible way and for
the efficiency of reasoning that they support, the branching-time logics have
been especially popular in this regard [10]. Of these, the best known is Computation Tree Logic (CTL), which we adapt here in our formal language .
Conventionally, a model of CTL is expressed as a tree. Each node in the tree
is associated with a state of the system being considered; the branches of the
tree or paths thus indicate the possible courses of events or ways in which the
system’s state may evolve. CTL provides a natural means by which to specify
acceptable behaviors of the system.
The following Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar with a distinguished
start symbol L gives the syntax of . is based on a set of atomic propositions. Below, slant typeface indicates nonterminals;
and are metasymbols of BNF specification;
and
delimit comments; the remaining
symbols are terminals. As is customary in formal semantics, we are only concerned with abstract syntax.

L

Q

L L

R

N!O

M

P

N!O Prop Q atomic propositions: members of MSR
L2. L N!O
T L Q negationR
L3. L N!O L U L Q conjunction R
L4. L N!O V P Q universal quantification over paths R
W P Q existential quantification over pathsR
L5. L N!O
L6. P N!O L X L Q until: operator over a single path R
The meanings of formulas generated from Y are given relative to a model and
a state in the model. The meanings of formulas generated from Z are given
relative to a path and a state on the path. The boolean operators are standard.
Useful abbreviations include []\_^ `badcfehgiUjT!glk , for any gnmM , oqp1rasctT,[1\_^ `ba ,
gjuwv)cxTygjUwT7v and gzO vwc{T!g|u4v . The temporal operators V and W
are quantifiers over paths. Informally, g,X}v means that on a given path from
the given state, v will eventually hold and g will hold until v holds. ~_v means
“eventually v ” and abbreviates op1ra5X,v . ,v means “always v ” and abbreviates
T~ T7v . Therefore, Wg}X,v means that on some future path from the given state,
v will eventually hold and g will hold until v holds.
Definition 3. 
}b is a formal model for L .  is a set of states;
is
a
partial
order indicating branching time, and 'Oe1Mdk is

an interpretation, which tells us which atomic propositions are true in a given
state. For (m4 ,  is the set of paths emanating from  .
L1. L
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   ¡ expresses “ satisfies ¡ at ¢ ” and  '£¤ ¥¡ expresses “ satisfies
¡ at ¢ along path ¦ .”
 3¨§ iff §©nª*« ¢b¬ , where §©)
M1.
 3 ¡¯®j° iff    ¡ and  3°
M2.
  ,± ¡ iff  ²  ¡
M3.
 3³l¡ iff «´ ¦fµ¶¦ ©n·,¸¹ 3£¤ ¥¡ ¬
M4.
  2º ¡ iff «1» ¦¼µ¶¦ ©n·  and   £¤  ¡ ¬
M5.
 3£¤  ¡,½}° «1»
  £¤ ÃÂ ° and «´ ¢¿¾ lµ*¢À¢¾ ¨À¢¿¾ ¸
M6.
  £¤ ÃÂ ¡ ¬Ä¬ iff ¢¿¾lµ*¢ÀÁ¢¿¾ and
The above
is an abstract
semantics. In Section 3.3, we specify the concrete

ª
form of , Å , Æ , and , so the semantics can be exercised in our computations.
Venkatraman & Singh

3. Approach
In their generic forms, both causality and temporal logic are well-known.
However, applying them in combination and in the particular manner suggested here is novel to this paper.
Temporal logic model checking is usually applied for design-time reasoning [10, pp. 1042–1046]. We are given a specification and an implementation,
i.e., program, that is supposed to meet it. A model is generated from the program. A model checking algorithm determines whether the specification is
true in the generated model. However, in an open, heterogeneous environment, a design may not be available at all. For example, the vendors who
supply the agents may consider their designs to be trade secrets.
By contrast, ours is a run-time approach, and can meaningfully apply
model checking even in open settings. This is because it uses a model generated from the joint executions of the agents involved. Model checking in this
setting simply determines whether the present execution satisfies the specification. If an execution respects the given protocol, that does not entail that all
executions will, because an agent act inappropriately in other circumstances.
However, if an execution is inappropriate, that does entail that the system
does not satisfy the protocol. Consequently, although we are verifying specific executions of the multiagent system, we can only falsify (but not verify)
the correctness of the construction of the agents in the system.
Model checking of the form introduced above may be applied by any observer in the multiagent system. A useful case is when the observer is one
of the participating agents. Another useful case is when the observer is some
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agent dedicated to the task of managing or auditing the interactions of some
of the agents in the multiagent system.
Potential causality is most often applied in distributed systems to ensure
that the messages being sent in a system satisfy causal ordering [3]. Causality motivates vector clocks and vector timestamps on messages, which help
ensure correct ordering by having the messaging subsystem reorder and retransmit messages as needed. This application of causality can be important,
but is controversial [4, 6], because its overhead may not always be justifiable.
In our approach, the delivery of messages may be noncausal. However,
causality serves the important purpose of yielding accurate models of the observations of each agent. These are needed, because in a distributed system,
the global model is not appropriate. Creating a monolithic model of the execution of the entire system requires imposing a central authority through
which all messages are routed. Adding such an authority would take away
many of the advantages that make distributed systems attractive in the first
place. Consequently, our method of constructing and reasoning with models
should

Ç
Ç

not require a centralized message router
work from a single vantage of observation, but be able to handle situations where some agents pool their evidence.

Such a method turns out to naturally employ the notion of potential causality.
3.1. M ODELS

FROM

O BSERVATIONS

The observations made by each agent are essentially a record of the messages
it has sent or received. Since each message is given a vector timestamp, the
observations can be partially ordered. In general, this order is not total, because messages received from different agents may be mutually unordered.
Example 4. Figure 2 shows the models constructed locally from the observations of the auctioneer and a bidder in the run of Example 3.
Although a straightforward application of causality, the above example shows
how local models may be constructed. Some subtleties are discussed next.
As remarked above, commitments give the core meaning of a protocol.
Our approach builds on a flexible and powerful variety of social commitments, which are the commitments of one agent to another [20]. These commitments are defined relative to a context, which is typically the multiagent
system itself. The debtor refers to the agent that makes a commitment, and
the creditor to the agent who receives the commitment. Thus we have the
following logical form.
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Auctioneer A

Bidder B1

start

start
s(m1)

[1,0,0] s(m1)

[1,0,0]

s(m3)
[1,2,0]

[2,0,0]

s(m2)

[3,2,0] r(m3)

s(m7)
[5,4,2]

[4,2,2]

r(m4)

[5,2,2]

s(m5)

[6,2,2]

s(m6)

[1,1,0]
s(m4)
[2,0,2]

s(m5)
[5,2,2]

r(m1)

[1,2,0] s(m3)

[5,3,2] r(m5)
[5,4,2] s(m7)
end

[7,4,2] r(m7)
end

Figure 2. Observations for auctioneer and a bidder in the fish-market protocol.

È2É ÊÌËÄÍyËqÎ¯ËÐÏlÑ

Ê

Definition 4. A commitment is an expression
, where is the
debtor, the creditor, the context, and the condition committed to.

Í

The expression
mitment exists.

Ò

Î

Ï

is considered true in states where the corresponding com-

ÒsÓÈ2É ÊÌËÄÍyËqÎ¯ËÐÏlÑ

Ï

Definition 5. A commitment
is base-level if does not refer
to any other commitments; is a metacommitment if refers to a base-level
commitment (we do not consider higher-order commitments here).

Ò

Ï

Intuitively, a protocol definition is a set of metacommitments for the different
roles (along with a mapping of the message tokens to operations on commitments). In combination with what the agents communicate, these lead to baselevel commitments being created or manipulated, which is primarily how a
commitment may be referred to within a protocol. The violation of a baselevel commitment can give us proof or the “smoking gun” that an agent is
noncompliant.
The following operations on commitments define how they may be created or manipulated. When we view commitments as an abstract data type,
the operations are methods of that data type.
Each operation is realized through a simple message pattern, which states
what messages must be communicated among which of the participants and
in what order. For the operations on commitments we consider, the patterns
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are simple. As described below, most patterns require only a single message,
but some require three messages. Obeying the specified patterns ensures that
the local models have the information necessary for testing compliance. That
the given operation can be performed at all depends on whether the protocol, through its metacommitments, allows that operation. However, when an
operation is allowed, it affects the agents’ commitments. For simplicity, we
assume that the operations on commitments are given a deterministic interis a commitment.
pretation. Here is an agent and

Ô
ÕsÖØ×ÚÙ Û,ÜÄÝ!ÜqÞßÜÐàlá
â}ãäæå ç/äÙ Û,ÜbÕèá instantiates a commitment Õ . Create is typically performed

O1.

as a consequence of the commitment’s debtor promising something contractually or by the creditor exercising a metacommitment previously
made by the debtor. Create usually requires a message from the debtor
to the creditor.
O2.

é3êìëæí¿î!åãÄï¥äÙ ÛÌÜbÕèá

Õ

satisfies the commitment . It is performed by the debtor
concurrently with the actions that lead to the given condition being satisfied, e.g., the delivery of promised goods or funds. For simplicity, we
treat the discharge actions as performed only when the proposition is
true. Thus the discharge actions are detached, meaning that can be
treated as
in the given moment. We model the discharge as a single
message from the debtor to the creditor.

à

à

ðqñ1òó

âÚå-ôlíäõbÙ Û,ÜbÕá

Õ

O3.

revokes the commitment . It can be performed by the
debtor as a single message. At the end of this action,
usually holds.
However, depending on the existing metacommitments, the cancel of one
commitment may lead to the create of other commitments.

O4.

or
essentially eliminates the commitment .
This is distinguished from both discharge and cancel, because release
does not mean success or failure, although it lets the debtor off the hook.
At the end of this action,
usually holds. The release action may be
performed by the context or the creditor of the given commitment, also
as a single message. Because release is not performed by the debtor,
different metacommitments apply than for cancel.

öÚÕ

÷ äõøäæå-ëäÙ1Þ¯ÜbÕèá ãäõøäæå-ëqä Ù ÝyÜbÕèá

Õ

öÚÕ

O5.

éäõøäï_å ç/ä%Ù Û,ÜbÔÜbÕèá
ÕùÖØ×ÚÙÐÔÜÄÝyÜqÞ¯ÜÐà¨á

shifts the role of debtor to another agent within the
same context, and can be performed by the (old) debtor (or the context).
Let
. At the end of the delegate action,
holds.

Õæù¶úKö7Õ

To prevent the risk of miscommunication, we require the creditor to also
be involved in the message pattern. Figure 3(l) shows the associated pattern. The first message sets up the commitment from to and is not
part of the pattern. When delegates the commitment to , tells both
and that the commitment is delegated. is now committed to . Later

Ý

Ô

Û

Ô

Õ

Û Ý
Õ Ô Û

Ý
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x

y

z

x

y

z

create(x,c)

create(x,c)

assign(y,z,c)

delegate(x,z,c)

assign(y,z,c)

discharge(x,c)

delegate(x,z,c)
discharge(x,c)

Figure 3. Message pattern for delegate (l) and assign (r).

û

may discharge the commitment. The two delegate messages constitute
the pattern.
O6.

üþýýbÿ

û

transfers a commitment to another creditor within the

same context, and can be performed by the present creditor or the context. Let   . At the end of the assign action,  ! holds.




û

Here we require that the new creditor and the debtor are also involved as
shown in Figure 3(r). The figure shows only the general pattern. Here 
is committed to  . When  assigns the commitment to ,  tells both 
and (so knows it is the new creditor). Eventually,  should discharge
the commitment to . A potentially tricky situation is if  discharges the
commitment even as  is assigning to (i.e., the messages cross).
In this case, we require  to discharge the commitment to —essentially
by forwarding the contents of the message from  . Thus the worst case
requires three messages.

û

û

û

û

û

û

We write the operations as propositions indicating successful execution.
Based on the applicable metacommitments, each operation may entail additional operations that take place implicitly.
Definition 6. A commitment is resolved through a release, discharge, cancel, delegate, or assign performed on . ceases to exist when resolved. However, a new commitment is created for delegate or assign.
(New commitments created because of some existing metacommitment are
not included in the definition of resolution. Theorem 1 states that the creditor
knows the disposition of any commitments due to it. This result helps establish that the creditor can always determine compliance of others relative to
what was committed to it.
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Theorem 1. If message "$# creates commitment % and message "'& resolves
% , then the creditor of % sees both "(# and ")& .
Proof. By inspection of the message patterns constructed for the various operations on commitments.
Definition 7. A commitment % is ultimately resolved through a release, discharge, or cancel performed on % , or through the ultimate resolution of any
commitments created by the delegate or assign of % .
Theorem 2 essentially states that the creation and ultimate resolution of a
commitment occur along the same causal path. This is important, because
it legitimizes a significant optimization below. Indeed, we defined the above
message patterns so we would obtain Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. If message "$# creates commitment % and message "'& ultimately
resolves % , then " #+* " & .
Proof. By inspection of the message patterns constructed for the various operations on commitments.

3.2. S PECIFYING P ROTOCOLS
We first consider the coordination and then the commitment aspects of compliance. A skeleton is a coarse description of how an agent may behave [18].
A skeleton is associated with each role in the given multiagent system to
specify how an agent playing that role may behave in order to coordinate
with others. Coordination includes the simpler aspects of interaction, e.g.,
turn-taking. Coordination is required so that the agents’ commitments make
sense. For instance, a bidder should not make a bid prior to the advertisement; otherwise, the commitment content of the bid would not even be fully
defined.
The skeletons may be constructed by introspection or through the use of
a suitable methodology [19]. No matter how they are created, the skeletons
are the first line of compliance testing, because an agent that does not comply
with the skeleton for its role is automatically in violation. So as to concentrate
on commitments in this paper, we postulate that a “proxy” object is interposed
between an agent and the rest of the system and ensures that the agent follows
the dictates of the skeleton of its role.
We now define the syntax of the specification language through the following grammar whose start symbol is Protocol. The braces , and - indicate
that the enclosed item is repeated . or more times.
L7. Protocol
/

0

,

Meta ,

Message -
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L8. Message 132
commitments 5
L9. Meta
1

2

132

L11. Bool

132

4

L12. Act

2

798

[Bool

2:7<;

Act]

=>798

[Act 2

Bool]

Act = Commitment = Dom

Boolean combinations of 5

Operation(Agent, Commitment)

L13. Operation

132

4

L14. Commitment
L15. Dom

messages correspond to
4

(Debtor, Creditor, Context, MetaProp)
6

L10. MetaProp

1

Token: Commitment

132

132

the six operations of Section 3.1 5

Meta

(Debtor, Creditor, Context, 7<; Dom)

=?6

domain-specific concepts 5
4

The above language embeds a subset of @ . Our approach is to detach the outer
actions and commitments, so we can process the inner @ part as a temporal
logic. By using commitments and actions on them, instead of simple domain
propositions, we can capture a variety of subtle situations, e.g., to distinguish
between release and cancel both of which result in the given commitment
being removed.
Example 5 applies the above language on the fish-market protocol.
Example 5. The messages in Figure 1 can be given a content based on the
following definitions. Here A!B is the fish-market context.
1DCEGF

: a domain proposition meaning the fish is delivered

: a domain proposition meaning that the appropriate money is
paid (subscripted to allow different prices)

1IHKJMLNOQP

1SRUTWV

P XY[Z]\

:
XY

7U;e fhgikjlg

an
Z _ 6

promises to pay
1SrsV

abbreviation
XY

Z _ am_ A!B

HKJMLNO
P

Xam_ 6

Xab_ Y^Z_ AvB

6

XY^Z`_ ab_ A!B

for

_ 7<; CEGF

6
\p\lq\

to deliver the fish if he gets a bid for

_ 78[c CdEGF

—meaning

NoO P \p\lq\

if given the fish

: an abbreviation

PpXY^Z]\

7U;e fhgikjlg

for

_ 7U;nHKJML

Xam_ Y^Z_ A!B

_ 798tcuRUTV

the
PXY^Z]\

2

bidder
2

—meaning the auctioneer offers

HKJMLNO
P


~|

}
RUTWV PXY^Z\(
: an abbreviation for X{z`|?_G}
7U;QRUTV PpXYM\p\ —meaning that at least two bidders have bid for the fish
at price 

1wVxNHKyML3V

1Gy`V

P

: a domain proposition meaning the fish is spoiled

Armed with the above, we can now state the commitments associated with
the different messages in the fish market protocol.
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Payment of  from ^ :


Delivering fish to ^ :

x Qk^?[` b!S <¡n¢K£M¤¥¦§{¨p¨

x©opQkmb ^!ª <¡>«d¬G3¨p¨



Yes from ^ (for price  ):


No from ^ (for price  ): ²h³{´µ


Advertise to 


 hk®ln<?¯U°W±

(for price  ):

 k®lnm¶U±

§ ^¨p¨

§ 

 ¨p¨

Further, the protocol includes metacommitments that are not associated with
any single message. In the present protocol, these metacommitments are of
the context itself to release a committing party under certain circumstances.
For practical purposes, we could treat these as metacommitments of the creditor.


High

demand:

d{!S b!· ¸t¹º±x¥¢K»M¤3±

U¡`hh½¾Mhk{v·dm 


Bad

fish:

U¡`hh½¾Mhk{v·d

§

¼

 !· <¡ «d¬n¨p¨l¿¨
d{!· ^?!ª 9¸t¹©ÀG»`±

  b!S <¡n¢K£M¤

¼

¥o¦ § ¨p¨l¿¨

In addition, in a monotonic framework, we would also need to state the completion requirements to ensure that only the above actions are performed.
The auctioneer does not commit to a price if no bid is received. If more
than one bid is received, the auctioneer is released from the commitment. Notice that the auctioneer can exit the market or adjust the price in any direction
if a unique Yes is not received for the current price ¢K£M¤¥¦ § . It would neither be rational for the auctioneer to raise the price if there are no takers at
the present price, nor to lower the price if takers are available. However, the
protocol per se does not legislate against either behavior.
The No messages have no significance on commitments. They serve only to
assist in the coordination so the context can determine if enough bids are
received. The lower-level aspects of coordination are not being studied in this
paper. Now we can see how the reasoning takes place in a successful run of
the protocol.
Example 6. The auctioneer sends out an advertisement, which commits the auctioneer to supplying the fish if he receives a suit¼
able bid. This commitment will be discharged if 9¸t¹u¯U°± § ^]¨
<¡n hk®lmdm ^`!· <¡ «d¬3¨p¨l¿ holds. When ¯U°W± § ^]¨ is sent by ^ ,
the bidder is committed to the bid, which is discharged if ¸[¹ «d¬G ¼
<¡n hk®l     m!· <¡¢K£M¤ ¥¦x§l¨p¨l¿ holds. To discharge the advertisement, the auctioneer must eventually create a commitment to eventually
supply the fish. If he does not create this commitment, he is in violation. If he
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creates it, but does not supply the fish, he is still in violation. If he supplies
the fish, the bidder is then committed to eventually forming a commitment to
supply the money. If the bidder does so, the protocol is executed successfully.

3.3. R EASONING

WITH THE

C ONCRETE M ODEL

Now we explain the main reasoning steps in our approach and show that they
are sound. The main reasoning with models applies the CTL model-checking
algorithm on a model and a formula denoting the conjunction of the specifications. The algorithm evaluates whether the formula holds in the initial state
of the model. Thus a concrete version of the model Á (see Section 2.2) is essential. For the purposes of the semantics, we must define a global model with
respect to which commitment protocols may be specified. Intuitively, a protocol specification tells us which behaviors of the entire system are correct.
Thus, it corresponds naturally to a global model in which those behaviors can
be defined.
Our specific concrete model identifies states with messages. Recall that
the timestamp of a message is the clock vector attached to it. The states are
ordered according to the timestamps of the messages. The proposition true
in a state is the one corresponding to the operation that is performed by the
message.
Definition 8.

Ó
ÂÄÃÅ ÆÈÇ?ÆÊÉ©ËvÌsÍKÎ Ë Ë ÌMÏ?Î?Ð[Ñ(ÅQÒ Ð

Definition 9. For Ô`ÕpÖt×ØÂ , ÔÚÙÛÖ iff
Definition 10. For Ô

×ØÂ

ÜÝ¾Þ)ßhàÜ{áMÞsâãWÔMätåÜÝÞ)ßhàÜ{áMÞsâãÖ ä

, æ`ãWÔMä = Å the operations executed by message

Ô`Ð

The structure ÁèçéÃ·êëÂìÕoÙÚÕ æ>í is a quasimodel. (Here and below, we assume
that Ù and æ are appropriately projected to the available states.) Á ç is structurally a model, because it matches the requirements of Definition 3. However, Áèç is not a model of the computations that may take place, because the
branches in Áèç are concurrent events and do not individually correspond to a
single path. A quasimodel can be mapped to a model, Áïî)Ã·êëð!ÕoÙÚÕ æ>í with an
Ó
initial state Ò , by including all possible interleavings of the transitions. That
is, ð would include a distinct state for every message in each possible ordering of the messages in Â that is consistent with the temporal order Ù of ÁÛç .
The relation Ù can be suitably defined for Áñî . However, there is potentially
an exponential blowup in that the size of ð may be exponentially greater than
the size of Â .
Theorem 3 shows that naively treating a quasimodel as if it were a model is
correct. Thus, the above blowup can be eliminated entirely. Our construction
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ensures that all the events relevant to another event are totally ordered with
respect to each other. Notice that, as showing in Figure 3, the construction
may appear to require one more message than necessary for the assign and
delegate operations. This linear amount of extra work (for the entire set of
messages), however, pays off in reducing the complexity of our reasoning
algorithm. In the following, ò refers to the proposition (of the form ó9ôtõ öø÷
ó<ùúû ) of a metacommitment, which becomes true when the metacommitment
is discharged.
Definition 11. For a proposition ò , ò3ü is the proposition obtained by substituting ýù for ó<ù in ò .





ò ü
ò .
Theorem 3. þèÿ
iff þ
Proof. From Theorem 2 and the restricted structure of þñÿ .

The above results show that compliance can be tested and without blowing
up the model unnecessarily. However, we would like to test for compliance
based on local information—so that any agent can decide for itself whether
it has been wronged by another. For this reason, we would like to be able to
project the global model onto local models for each agent, while ensuring that
the local models carry enough information that they are indeed usable in isolation from other local models. Accordingly, we can define the construction
of local models corresponding to an agent’s observations. This is simply by
defining a subset of for a given agent .
Definition 12.

 "!#%$'&()(#&+*,( .- . /102 35463798 .
þ

Theorem 4 shows that if we restrict attention to commitments that the given
agent can observe, then the projected quasimodel yields all and only the correct conclusions relative to the global quasimodel. Thus, if the interested party
is vigilant, it can check if anyone else violated the protocol.

/: 

; 

Theorem 4. þ
if and only if þèÿ
ònü
òü , provided that
the commitments mentioned in ò .
Proof. From Theorem 2 and the construction of þ .

sees all



Example 7. If one of the bidders backs down from a successful bid, the auctioneer immediately can establish that he is cheating, because the auctioneer
is the creditor for the bidder’s commitment. However, a bidder cannot ordinarily decide whether the auctioneer is noncompliant, because the bidder
does not see all relevant commitments based on which the auctioneer may be
released from a commitment to the bidder.
Theorem 5 lifts the above results to sets of agents. Thus, a set of agents may
pool their evidence in order to establish whether a third party is noncompliant.
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Thus, in a setting with two bidders, a model that includes all their evidence
can be used to determine whether the auctioneer is noncompliant. Ordinarily,
the bidders would have to explicitly pool their information to do so. However,
in a broadcast-based or outcry protocol (like a traditional fish market in which
everyone is screaming), the larger model can be built by anyone who hears
all the messages. Let be a set of agents.

<
Definition 13. = >:?A@CB5D > = B . E/>:?;F2=G>IH5JKHL9M .

Theorem 5. Let the commitments observed by agents in
commitments in . Then
iff
.
.
Proof. From Theorem 2 and the construction of

N

E/>O?QP NSR

ETO?QP N.R
E >

<

include all the

Information about commitments that have been resolved, i.e., are not
pending, is not needed in the algorithm, and can be safely deleted from each
observer’s model. This is accomplished by searching backward in time whenever something is added to the model. Pruning extraneous messages from
each observer’s model reduces the size of the model and facilitates reasoning
about it. This simplification is sound, because the CTL specifications do not
include nested commitments.
Mapping from an event-based to a state-based representation, we should
consider every event as potentially corresponding to a state change. This approach would lead to a large model, which accommodates not only the occurrence of public events such as message transmissions, but also local events.
Such an approach would thus capture the evolution of the agent’s knowledge
about the progress of the system, which would help in accommodating unreliable messaging. Our approach, as described above, loses some of the agents’
knowledge by not separating events and states, but has all the details we need
to assess compliance assuming reliable messaging.
4. Discussion
Given the autonomy and heterogeneity of agents, the most natural way to treat
interactions is as communications. A communication protocol involves the
exchange of messages with a streamlined set of tokens. Traditionally, these
tokens are not given any meaning except through reference to the beliefs or
intentions of the communicating agents. By contrast, our approach assigns
public, i.e., observable, meanings in terms of social commitments. Viewed in
this light, every communication protocol is a commitment protocol.
Formulating and testing compliance of autonomous and heterogeneous
agents is a key prerequisite for the effective application of multiagent systems
in open environments. As asserted by Chiariglione, minimal specifications
based on external behavior will maximize interoperability [7]. The research
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community has not paid sufficient attention to this important requirement. A
glaring shortcoming of most existing semantics for agent communication languages is their fundamental inability to allow testing for the compliance of an
agent [16, 22]. The present approach shows how that might be carried out.
While the purpose of the protocols is to specify legal behavior, they should
not specify rational behavior. Rational behavior may result as an indirect consequence of obeying the protocols. However, not adding rationality requirements leads to more succinct specifications and also allows agents to participate even if their rationality cannot be established by their designers.
The compliance checking procedure can be used by any agent who participates in, or observes, a commitment protocol. There are two obvious uses.
One, the agent can track which of the commitments made by others are pending or have been violated. Two, it might track which of its own commitments
are pending or whose satisfaction has not been acknowledged by others. The
agent can thus use the compliance checking procedure as an input to its normal processes of deliberation to guide its interactions with other agents.
We have so far discussed how to detect violations. Once an agent detects
a violation, as far as the above method is concerned, it may proceed in any
way. However, some likely candidates are the following. The wronged agent
may

U
U

inform the agents who appeared to have violated their commitments and
ask them to respect the applicable metacommitments

U

inform the context, who might penalize the guilty parties, if any; the context may require additional information, e.g., certified logs of the messages sent by the different agents, to establish that some agents are in
violation.
inform other agents in an attempt to spoil the reputation of the guilty
parties.

4.1. L ITERATURE
Some of the important strands of research of relevance to commitment protocols have been carried out before. However, the synthesis, enhancement,
and application of these techniques on multiagent commitment protocols is a
novel contribution of this paper. Interaction (rightly) continues to draw much
attention from researchers. Still, most current approaches do not consider an
explicit execution architecture (however, there are some notable exceptions,
e.g., [8, 9, 18]). Other approaches lack a formal underpinning; still others
focus primarily on monolithic finite-state machine representations for protocols. Such representations can capture only the lowest levels of a multiagent
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interaction, and their monolithicity does not accord well with distributed execution and compliance testing. Model checking has recently drawn much attention in the multiagent community, e.g., [2, 17]. However, these approaches
consider knowledge and related concepts and are thus not directly applicable
for behavior-based compliance.
4.2. F UTURE D IRECTIONS
The present approach highlights the synergies between distributed computing
and multiagent systems. Since both fields have advanced in different directions, a number of important technical problems can be addressed by their
proper synthesis. One aspect relates to situations where the agents may suffer a Byzantine failure or act maliciously. Such agents may fake messages or
deny receiving them. How can they be detected by the other agents? Another
aspect is to capture additional structural properties of the interactions so that
noncompliant agents can be more readily detected. Alternatively, we might
offer an assistance to designers by synthesizing skeletons of agents who participate properly in commitment protocols. Lastly, it is well-known that there
can be far more potential causes than real causes [15]. Can we analyze conversations or place additional, but reasonable, restrictions on the agents that
would help focus their interactions on the true relationships between their
respective computations? We defer these topics to future research.
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